
 

 

 
 

Welcome to Term 1 and to all 3/4 students and families! 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Homework Expectations 

Take Home Readers (At least 15 minutes, 5 nights per week)  

‘Take home readers’ are designed to be at an achievable level for your child so they are able to read 
fluently and with success. The readers that your child/ren are currently bringing home are based on 
reading data and assessments. As teachers conduct more assessments of student reading, take home 
reading levels will differ according to results.  Students also have access to our online reading program 
Wushka, where they have access to book boxes set at their independent reading level. Please provide 
opportunities for your child to read aloud and discuss the text with you. Asking questions such as 
‘Why/How do you think…’ will help to develop your child’s comprehension skills.  

Other Weekly Homework (Due Every Thursday) 

Besides the expectation that students are to read at least 5 nights per week, they will also be bringing 
home a homework book with a Maths and Literacy Grid. The expectation is for students to select 1 or 2 
activities from each grid to complete during the week. The activities are designed to be achievable and are 
linked to areas of focus and topics that we study in class time. 

Diaries  

Communication between teachers and home will be written in student reading diaries, along with any 
other information, reminders and upcoming events. Please make sure to check your child’s diary regularly 
and encourage your child to bring their diary to school every day. Students are also to record their nightly 
reading in their diaries and write a brief reflection after their reading. 

 

Integrated Studies: ‘Community’  

This year we begin our Integrated Studies with 
Civics and Citizenship by investigating what a community is and 
what communities we belong to. The key questions we will be 
delving into are: 

How are decisions made democratically? 
How can local government contribute to community life? 
Why do we make rules & Laws & why are they important? 
How has my identity been shaped by the groups in which I belong?   
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Upcoming Events 
26th Feb — 2nd March: ‘Meet and 
Greet’ Week 

6th March: District Swimming 

16th March: School Photos 

19th March: Science Discovery Dome 

24th March: MPS Terrific Fun Fair 
 

 ‘No Hat No Play’:  All of Term 1  

  

  

We have already had a fantastic start to the 2018 school year. The 3/4 students have enjoyed becoming familiar 

with their new surroundings, teachers, routines and classmates.  We have begun the term by revisiting our TERRIFIC 

values and setting up classroom expectations that allow for a safe and respectful classroom community. Students have 

started with a positive and enthusiastic approach toward their learning which is wonderful to see  

 



Reader’s Workshop                 

The 3/4 students have begun the term looking at the purpose of reading, 
ways we choose books and the different categories and genres of books 
available (including fiction and non-fiction). We have learnt about how 
and why good readers use their schema to better comprehend texts and 
have started to focus on the different levels of making connections (text 
to self, text to text, text to world).   

We will also be learning about questioning as a reading strategy, 
including asking and answering literal and inferential questions (as well as recognising the difference 
between open and closed questions). We will look at how we can develop deeper, more meaningful 
questions and how to analyse a text for specific information by locating the main idea. We will also be 
exploring various text structures and models in preparation for NAPLAN. 

During Reader’s Workshop there is time set aside every day for students to listen to, enjoy and respond to 
texts read aloud. Using the model of the Reader’s Workshop also encourages students to choose their own 
books as well as providing significant amounts of time for them to read independently.  

Writer’s Workshop                     

Students have commenced the term being immersed in narrative texts. They are 
being supported to develop their writing skills through the use of quality texts and 
explicit teaching. Students are examining the structure and language associated 
with this genre, as well as creating their own short stories with an embedded 
problem and solution. 

Later in the term students will be looking at persuasive texts. They will be creating their own arguments for 
and against different topics and be learning about various effective persuasive language techniques.  

All students in 3/4 have also begun to create a Writer’s Notebook which will be used as a reference for 
information and inspiration throughout the year as students are exposed to various text types.  

Numeracy 

Grade 3 - This term in Maths we will be using real life examples and concrete materials 

where possible, to practice solving addition and subtraction problems with up to 3 digit 
numbers. In our Maths sessions we will investigate number patterns when counting by 
2s, 3s, 5s and 10s, promote fluency of number facts to 10 first then to 20 and how to 
round numbers. The students will be practising reading scales for temperature, mass 
and capacity, learning the best method for getting an accurate reading. We will be practising reading time 
to the minute and working on converting time between minutes, hours and seconds. 

Grade 4 - This term in Maths we will be using problem solving strategies and real life problems to practice 

solving addition and subtraction questions. There will be a focus on using written methods for calculating 
answers and using numbers up to 4 digit numbers. They will investigate number sequences involving 
multiples of 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9 and consolidate fluency of number facts to 20 and then beyond.  They will 
also make common fractions and identify equivalent fractions. The students will be practising reading 
scales for temperature, mass and capacity, learning the best method for getting an accurate reading. They 
will be calculating the time taken to do certain tasks and the duration of activities like going on a plane, 
difference between departure and arrival times or starting and finishing times of movies. 

Each week we will also have a problem solving session where students will get a chance to use the skills 
being learnt in class to solve problems that extend them at their level. 

The 3/4 Team: Mrs Ali McKenna, Mr Stephen Leeden and Mr Tim Furphy   
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Art       

Our grade 3 and 4 students will extend their knowledge and skills of 
different media and the elements of Art; Line, shape, colour, texture, 
tone, space, form whilst learning about the Art and culture of Italy. 

Students will look at Italian art works by Leonardo da Vinci and 
Michelangelo and will recognise some of their most famous works. 

They will study mosaics and explore the use of  
pattern and understand how dynamic it can be. 
 
Students will look at Venetian carnival masks as a  
resource and influence to create their own masks. 

Lots of fun and learning! Mrs Kakavoules  

 

Music    

Welcome all Grade 3/4 students to the music room for a busy 2018! 

In the music room students will participate in musical games and 
activities to develop their skills in listening, playing and singing. 
Students will develop their auditory skills in learning to hear chord 
changes and intervals within the melody in order to play songs together 
as an ensemble. This term students will be able to choose between 
playing the ukulele, xylophone, keyboard and percussion along to an 
old Beatles classic: The Yellow Submarine! 

I believe it is important for students to develop confidence with music 
by singing together and using movements to enhance their ability to 
distinguish between sections of a piece of music. They will also be 
encouraged to explore music from other cultures and to use musical 
language in the classroom to describe what they hear and create. 

The school choir has already begun and this year we will rehearse in the 
music room on THURSDAY lunchtimes. All students from grades 3-6 are 
welcome to attend. The students had wonderful performance 
experiences last year visiting local kindergartens, aged care facilities 
and of course in the annual concert. As this year is a fete year we will 
also be preparing to perform at the school fete.  

I’m looking forward to creating and making music with the kids in the 
music room and sharing their music with the school community – keep 
your eyes on the school Instagram! 

Miss Howden  

 

Science 

Grades 3 and 4 students will be zooming into Space and Planets this term. We’ll be 
exploring how night and day occur and making a model to assist our understanding. 
The classes will be recording the sizes of the Sun, Moon and Earth, studying shadows 
and the Sun by making a Sundial, and looking into the Stars. To assist our 
understanding the Grade 3 and 4 students will be entering the Science Discovery 
Dome which is a portable planetarium and science education dome that uses a 
combination of immersive fulldome digital projections and fulldome movies.  

Professor Kelly 

 

PE 

This term the 3/4 students will all be running, 
jumping, throwing, etc. in their scheduled PE 
lessons. They will begin with Cricket, learning 
some skills and rules of the game. They will 
then go onto Circle ball skills and games.  

These students will also do the Beep Test (a 
fitness test) in one of the classes of the term.  

Remember to ensure your children have 
appropriate clothing and footwear for their 
allocated day of PE. It is the responsibility of the 
students who are Asthmatics to bring their 
puffers to ALL PE classes.  

So l hope your children have had an active 
holiday as they will need all of their energy to 
keep up with the lessons!!! 

 

 

 

SWIMMING 

Once again we are off and running (or 
swimming!!) in Term 1.  

Swimming training will begin at St Leonards 
College on Tuesday 20th, Thursday 22nd and 
Tuesday 27th of February. Students from 9 
(need to turn 9 years old at any stage this year 
to be in the 9 Year old age group) to 12 years 
of age can choose to have a go at this event. 

The District Carnival is on Tuesday 6th March at 
the Carnegie Pool. 

Wish them well in  
their individual swims  
whilst competing for  
Moorabbin Primary. 
 

Mrs Kelly 

LOTE (Chinese) 

This term in LOTE students will 
be learning about Chinese 
culture and some festivals, as 
well as some basic phrases. 
They will learn how to count 
and write some                                          
Chinese characters.  

Mr Fang 


